Abstract. Significant light scattering by dura mater in the visible spectral range seriously restricts the application of noninvasive optical methods to the diagnostics and therapy of brain diseases. We present the results of the study of human dura mater optical clearing in vitro by the glucose solutions with the concentrations 1.5М and 3М in the spectral range 400-700 nm. The efficiency of the tissue optical clearing is assessed. Basing on the analysis of the kinetics of collimated transmittance of light by samples of dura mater, the relative glucose diffusion coefficients are calculated that amount to (1.10.1)10 -6 cm 2 /s and (2.00.2)10 -6 cm 2 /s, respectively.
Introduction
The human dura mater (DM) is a protective membrane surrounding the brain [1] . It is a typical fibrous tissue. The bundles of collagen fibrils in the stroma, the layer that forms the main part of the membrane, are arranged in a few rows, interlacing to form a mesh [2, 3] . The mean diameter of collagen fibrils assessed using the electron microscopy data, amounts to 100±5 nm [4] . A network of elastic fibres surrounds the collagen layer. The collagen and the elastic bundles are surrounded by the amorphous interstitial matrix [2, 3] that consists of the components typical for this fibrous tissue, including proteins, proteoglycans, glycoproteins, etc. [5] .
The thickness of DM varies from 0.3 to 0.9 mm depending on the age. The age-specific features of the DM structure are mainly reduced to the changed thickness of layers, interrelation and orientation of fibrous elements, cell density, and microcirculatory bed development [2, 3] .
Since the collagen layer is the basic DM layer, its optical properties, i.e., sufficiently high scattering coefficient and relatively low absorption coefficient in the visible and near IR range, determine the optical properties of the entire DM [6] . The main chromophores of DM are haemoglobin and water.
Noninvasive diagnostics and sparing therapy of brain diseases are urgent problems of modern medicine. Optical methods can be rather efficient in solving these problems [7] [8] [9] ; however, the significant scattering of visible light in DM seriously restricts their application in the diagnostics and therapy of brain diseases.
One of the simplest and most efficient ways to increase the probing depth and quality of images and to improve the accuracy of spectroscopic information from the blood circulation network and the structures of the cerebral cortex is to reduce the light scattering in DM for some time [10, 11] . The reduction of scattering would also decrease the divergence and provide better light beam focusing in cerebral surgery, which could essentially improve the efficiency of diagnostic procedures and reduce the energy of radiation, necessary for providing the required light effect [12, 13] .
The reduction of light scattering in a fibrous tissue is based on matching the refractive indices of tissue components either by partial replacement of the interstitial fluid with the immersion agent, having a higher refractive index, or by increasing the concentration of proteins and mucopolysacharides in the interstitial fluid due to water diffusion from the tissue, caused by osmosis. In this case, the refractive index of the interstitial fluid approaches that of the scattering fibrils. Moreover, the optical homogeneity of the tissue can increase due to denser packing of collagen fibres under the conditions of dehydration caused by immersion agents [14] .
At present, different hyperosmotic liquids are used as immersion agents, e.g., the solutions of glycerol, propylene glycol, some radiopaque substances (trazograph, verographine, Omnipack), etc. [14] . For their clinical application, one should consider both their biocompatibility and their diffusion rate in the tissues. One of the promising candidates for the role of immersion agent is the aqueous glucose solution, which is allowed for clinical use [15] , possesses sufficiently high refractive index and, as shown in other fibrous tissues [16] [17] [18] , diffuses into a tissue with sufficient rate.
The aim of the present paper is to study the optical clearing of human dura mater by aqueous solutions of glucose having different concentrations.
Materials and methods
The samples of human DM were obtained in 24 hours post mortem and were kept at the temperature -12С. For the experimental study, the 1015 mm samples were cut from the tissue. Eight samples of the tissue with the average thickness of 0.52±0.09 mm were used to study the optical clearing of DM caused by immersion liquids. The thickness of the samples was measured using a micrometer; the measurement 30 Apr 2017 © JBPE 010309-4 accuracy was 0.01 mm. The samples were divided into two equal groups. The first group was used to measure the weight of the samples in the process of optical clearing. The second group was used to study the kinetics of the collimated transmittance spectra under the effect of immersion agents.
All As optical immersion agents we used the aqueous solutions of glucose with the concentration 1.5М (0.27 g/ml) and 3М (0.54 g/ml), prepared from the powder glucose monohydrate (ChemMed, Russia). The refractive indices of the solutions, measured using the Abbe refractometer IRF-454B2M (LOMO, Russia) at the wavelength 589 nm, amounted to 1.367 and 1.398; the pH of the solutions, measured using the pH-meter Hanna (Germany), was equal to 6.0 and 4.7, respectively.
To measure the weight of DM samples, we used the electronic balance SA210 (Scientech, USA) with the accuracy of 0.001 g. The samples were placed in a cuvette with immersion agents and then every minute were taken out and weighed. The excess liquid was removed using the filtering paper. The weight measurements were repeated during 30 minutes.
The spectra of collimated transmittance of the tissue samples were measured using the multichannel spectrometer USB4000-Vis-NIR (Ocean Optics, USA). The tissue sample, fixed on the 3.5×1.5 cm 2 plastic plate with the 8×8 mm 2 hole in the centre, was merged in the glass cuvette having the volume 5 ml filled with glucose solution. The cuvette was installed between two optical fibres QP400-1-VIS-NIR (Ocean Optics, USA) with the inner diameter 400 µm. To provide the beam collimation the collimators 74-ACR (Ocean Optics, USA) were fixed at the faces of the fibres using the standard connectors SMA-905. As a source of radiation, the halogen lamp HL-2000 (Ocean Optics, USA) was used. The collimated transmittance spectra were recorded every 20 s during 15-20 minutes, starting from the moment of placing the DM sample in the glucose solution. The measurement error did not exceed 5% of the measured quantity in the wavelength range above 500 nm and 10% at shorter wavelengths. Before and after the spectral measurements, the thickness and the weight of the samples were measured. All measurements were carried out at the temperature 20C.
The relative coefficients of glucose diffusion were calculated basing on the analysis of kinetics of the collimated transmittance of the DM samples, placed in the glucose solution. In the considered case, the relative diffusion coefficient characterises the mean rate of the exchange flux of the clearing agent (glucose molecules) into the tissue and the water flux from the tissue. The interstitial matrix of fibrous tissues can be presented as a polyelectrolyte gel [19] [20] [21] . Hence, the diffusion process can be described using the well-developed technique of physical and colloid chemistry [22] . According to this approach, the mobility of molecules in binary systems is characterised by the partial selfdiffusion coefficients of the solvent molecules (in the present case, water) and the molecules of dissolved substance (glucose). The fluxes of molecules of the solvent and the dissolved substance interact with each other, and the corresponding diffusion coefficients are coupled via the interdiffusion coefficients [22] . Unfortunately, at present, there are no reliable methods for separate measurement of these coefficients, or they can be measured only in rare particular cases. In the present case of analysing the diffusion of highconcentration substances in tissues, one can consider only the relative diffusion coefficient.
The time dependence of DM swelling degree H(t) was approximated by the phenomenological expression [23, 24] :
where M(t) is the DM sample mass at different moments of time in the process of swelling, Aw and sw  are the phenomenological constants describing the process of swelling under the action of the glucose solution. Then the variation of the tissue volume can be expressed in the following form:
is the glucose solution density [25] . Eq. (2) can be rewritten in the simpler form:
where
. The volume of the DM sample changes mainly due to the variation of its thickness l(t), which can be expressed as
where * A A S  , and S is the area of the sample in cm 2 .
The sample thickness l was calculated at each moment of time using Eq. (4). The weight measurements of the DM samples were performed to estimate the constants A  and sw  . The process of glucose transport in DM was described within the frameworks of the free diffusion model. The following assumptions were made concerning the transport process: i) only the concentration diffusion takes place, i.e., the exchange flow of glucose into the tissue and the water from the tissue at a given point is proportional to the gradient of glucose concentration at this point; ii) the diffusion coefficient is constant at all points inside the studied tissue sample.
Geometrically the DM sample can be presented as a plane-parallel plate having the finite thickness. Since the area of the upper and lower surfaces of the plate considerably exceeded its side surface area, it is possible to neglect the edge effects and to solve the onedimensional diffusion problem described by the equation
where С(x, t) is the glucose concentration in the DM (g/ml); D is the diffusion coefficient (cm 2 /s); t is the time of diffusion process (s); x is the spatial depth coordinate of the tissue sample (cm). Since in the experiments the glucose solution volume (3000 mm 3 ) considerably exceeded the DM sample volume (100 mm 3 ), the corresponding boundary conditions had the form С(0, t) = С(l, t) = C0, where С0 is the glucose concentration in the solution; l is the tissue sample thickness (cm). The initial condition reflects the fact that there is no glucose in the sample volume before the incubation beginning, i.e., С(x, 0) = 0.
The solution of the diffusion equation yields the mean concentration of the glucose solution in the sample at any moment of time [24] : 
where s  is the scattering cross section. In the Rayleigh-Gans approximation for a system of infinite cylinders [28, 29] it is given by the expression
where    
is the relative refractive index of the scatterers, nc is the refractive index of DM collagen fibres, and а  50 nm [23] is the radius of the scatterers. Apparently, the swelling of tissue samples will lead to the change of the volume fraction of scatterers, and, therefore, of the packing factor and the number of scatterers per unit volume (see Eq. (6)). With Eq. (3) taken into account, the variation kinetics of the volume fraction of scatterers can be described by the expression [23] :
The time dependence of the collimated transmission coefficient of the DM sampled placed in the glucose solution has the form:
where a  is the DM sample absorption coefficient. In the calculations, we used the values of absorption coefficients obtained in Ref. [10] . Eqs. (4)- (9) determine the dependence of the collimated transmission coefficient on the concentration of the glucose solution in the sample of DM, i.e., formulate the direct problem. The inverse problem in this case is the reconstruction of the diffusion coefficient from the kinetics of collimated transmission. Tt is the experimentally measured value of the transmittance at the moment of time t.
To minimise the target function (10) we used the simplex method, described in detail in Ref. [30] . The iteration procedure was repeated until the matching of the experimental and calculated data. As a criterion of terminating the iteration process, we used the condition
In more detail, the technique of calculating the relative diffusion coefficient is presented in Ref. [24] . Figure 1 presents the time dependence of the weight of the samples, normalised to the initial value, under the effect of the studied glucose solutions. It is clearly seen that the glucose solutions significantly increase the weight of the samples by 40±7% under the action of 1.5М solution and by 63±8% under the action of 3М solution. The difference in swelling degree of the samples in Fig. 1 can be explained by the difference in pH of the used glucose solutions. The glucose solution having higher concentration causes the higher degree of tissue hydration. As mentioned above, the DM stroma is a polyelectrolyte gel. If the tissue pH corresponds to the isoelectric point, then the attraction forces between the equal amounts of positive and negative charges (zwitterion pairs) [31] keep the tissue in the most dense state, and the degree of swelling in this case is minimal [19] . Earlier it was shown that the cornea collagen has the maximal degree of swelling at рН = 4, and the minimal one at рН = 7 [32] . Analogous results were obtained in the non-dried bovine cornea [33] . It is known that the average pH of the interstitial fluid amounts to 7.4 [20, 34, 35] . Thus, the fibrous tissues (in the present case DM) in their intact condition already possess a certain degree of hydration. With the shift of pH from the isoelectric point, the tissue hydration increases due to the decreased number of zwitter-ion pairs, and, correspondingly, the increased resulting static charge. Above the isoelectric point, the resulting charge is negative, and below this point, it is positive and can affect the tissue swelling in two ways. First, to support the electric neutrality in the stroma the static charge attracts a greater number of oppositely charged ions, which leads to the accumulation of small-scale ions in the interstitial space. This gives rise to the excess internal osmotic pressure and increases the swelling. Second, the decrease of the number of zwitter-ion pairs leads to the decrease of the attraction force and, thus, reduces the packing density of fibrils in the stroma, which also enhances the swelling [19] .
Results and discussion
Thus, the weight increase of DM samples can be caused by the replacement of water molecules with glucose molecules in the tissue due to, first, the greater molecular mass of glucose and, second, the additional hydration of the tissue because of decreased pH of the interstitial fluid. Figure 2 presents the typical spectral and temporal dependences of the collimated transmittance of DM samples, affected by the studied glucose solution. The average values of the thickness and weight of the samples before and after the spectral measurements of collimated transmittance in the process of optical clearing are presented in Table 1 .
At the beginning of the experiment, we observed the rapid growth of the collimated transmittance. The maximal transmittance was achieved nearly in 6 minutes after placing the sample in the cuvette with 3M solution and in 8 minutes for the 1.5M solution of glucose.
The figure shows that at the initial moment of time the DM samples were practically opaque for the optical radiation. In the process of replacing water molecules in the interstitial fluid with glucose molecules, we observed the increase of optical transmission, i.e., the DM transparency, which is due to the matching of refractive indices of the interstitial fluid and the collagen fibres. As a result, the scattering is reduced and the collimated transmittance increases.
From Fig. 2 it is seen that the process of interaction between the glucose solution and the DM tissue includes two stages. At the first stage, because of the partial replacement of water with glucose solution one can observe the gradual increase of the collimated transmittance in the DM samples. It is clearly seen that with the increased concentration of glucose in the immersion solutions the degree of the collimated transmittance increase also grows. This mainly results from the rise of the refractive index of the interstitial fluid with growing concentration of the solution and, therefore, the better matching of refractive indices between the interstitial fluid and the collagen fibres of the tissue. As seen from Fig. 2 , the second stage of interaction between the DM samples and the glucose solution is the reduction of collimated transmittance. To our opinion, the reason is the tissue swelling. From the data of Table  1 , it follows that for pH close to the isoelectric point of proteins the thickness increase in the samples is insignificant. At lower pH, on the contrary, the tissue thickness increases stronger, which means that the swelling of the samples depends on the pH change in the interstitial fluid.
The tissue swelling affects the intensity of radiation transmitted through the tissue, which is caused by the increased sample thickness and, therefore, the decreased volume fraction of scatterers. As shown in Ref. [27] , the dependence of the scattering coefficient μ s on the volume fraction of scatterers (collagen and elastin fibrils) is described by Eq. (6) . If, following Refs. [19, 20] , we assume that the tissue volume increases mainly because of larger separation between the fibrils, while the fibril size does not change in the process of swelling during the observation time, then the parameters а and σ s can be treated as constants. Since we suppose that the process of immersion clearing is completed and all further variations of scattering kinetics are related only to the variations of the packing factor, the change of μ s is determined by the behaviour of the function     3 φ 1 φ 1 φ  , having a maximum at φ 0.2  (see Fig. 3 ). Since in fibrous tissues the value of φ is commonly about 0.3 [23] , the decrease of φ leads to the increase of the scattering coefficient, which, in turn, leads to the reduction of the transmitted radiation intensity. Fig. 3 The scattering coefficient versus the volume fraction of scatterers. The radius of collagen fibres and the scattering cross section are assumed constant.
The efficiency of optical clearing can serve as a parameter that allows the comparison of different optical clearing agents (OPA) with respect to the relative change of tissue transparency. Different definitions of the optical clearing efficiency are used depending on the measure parameters, e.g., the ratio of transport scattering coefficient values before the beginning of immersion and in some time after it [36] , the ratio of the collimated transmittance values after the achievement of the maximal clearing and in the intact sample [37] , the ratio of total transmission intensities, including the collimated component and the diffuse one, in some time after the beginning of clearing and at the initial moment [38] , the maximal resolution of the object, visible through the tissue sample in vitro, and the relative variation of the parameter, characterising the signal-to-noise ratio by means of the contrast analysis of laser speckles in vivo [39] .
From the data presented in Fig. 2 and Table 1 , using Eq. (9) one can estimate the value of the attenuation coefficient μt = μa + μs. Since the absorption coefficient μa in the visible spectral range is significantly smaller than the scattering coefficient μs, the change of μa in the process of optical clearing can be neglected. Then the degree (efficiency) of optical clearing can be evaluated using the expression 
where µs (t = 0) is the original scattering coefficient for the intact tissue sample, µs (t) is the time-dependent scattering coefficient. To our opinion, the present method of evaluating the efficiency of optical clearing is rather objective, since it allows one to avoid the influence of the sample thickness on the registered transmitted signal [17] . The efficiency of DM optical clearing in different spectral ranges in 16 minutes after placing the samples in the studied glucose solutions is presented in Table 2 . From the Table it follows that the optical clearing of DM samples occurred in the entire visible range of wavelengths. In Table 2 , the values of the relative coefficient of glucose diffusion in DM are presented.
The obtained values agree well with the results of estimating the glucose diffusion coefficient (0.2 g/ml) in DM [23] [43] , the glucose (40%-glucose solution was used) diffusion coefficient in human skin in vivo amounted to (2.56±0.13)×10 -6 cm 2 /s. Taking the difference of physical and optical properties of the studied tissues into account, we can conclude that the above values of the glucose diffusion coefficients agree well with the results, obtained in the present paper.
The effect of hyperosmotic OCA on the blood circulation in DM was studied in Ref. [44] . The authors of this paper have shown that the dehydrated glycerol reduces the blood flow velocity in the DM vessels by 20-30% compared to the normal blood flow and, therefore, glycerol cannot be used in vivo. The influence of glucose solutions on the blood flow is expressed much weaker and is reversible [45] , which makes the glucose solutions more sparing to be used for optical clearing of DM. 
Conclusion
In the preset paper the process of optical clearing of dura mater, a typical fibrous tissue, is studied under the action of glucose solutions having the concentration of 1.5М and 3М. In the course of diffusion of glucose solutions into the interstitial space, a few processes having different rates are observed: the faster process of replacing the water molecules with glucose molecules, and the slower process of tissue swelling under the pH reduction in the interstitial fluid. The first process manifests itself in the rapid increase of the optical transparency of the tissue (6-8 min) due to the increase of the refractive index of the interstitial fluid and in the considerable increase of the sample weight. One can judge on the second process by the gradual decrease of the collimated transmittance of the samples after achieving the maximal degree of optical clearing and by the increase of the sample thickness due to the swelling, which facilitates the increased scattering. In the paper, we calculated the efficiency of optical clearing of dura mater in three ranges of wavelengths under the effect of glucose solutions and estimated the relative diffusion coefficients of glucose.
